Recent decades have seen a growth of interest in the study of knowledge and expertise (e.g., Chi, Glaser, & Farr, 1988) and increasing sophistication in the study of processes of the brain. Given these trends, a natural area of research for the new millenium is a merger of these two fields-the study of how domain knowledge is represented in the brain. This essay examines steps already taken in this direction, points out potential experimental paradigms for this field, and raises some questions that researchers might address.
A number of investigations of knowledge and expertise have followed Chase and Simon's (1973) paradigm: Experts in a particular domain of knowledge are identified, and they are asked to complete a specific task within that domain. Novices in that domain complete the same task. An important methodological manipulation is to use at least two levels of a repeated measure: In one condition the elements of the task (like pieces on a chessboard) form familiar patterns that obey the rules of the domain. In another condition the elements form randomized, ''nonlegal'' arrangements. The typical result is an expert-novice X condition interaction: On tasks like reproducing a briefly presented chess position, the expert performs much better than the novice when the elements form familar patterns, and as poorly as the novice when the elements are randomly arranged. The interpretation is that expert knowledge is represented as a set of patterns in long-term memory, which the expert accesses and uses when completing the task. If the parameters of the task aren't congruent with these knowledge patterns, the expert's performance suffers. Studies have generated this type of result in a variety of domains including bridge (Engel & Bukstel, 1978; Charness, 
